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ETHICS CASES 
Surgery for Placebo Effect? 
Commentary by C. Ronald MacKenzie, MD, Matthew J. Matava, MD, and 
Charles Carroll IV, MD 
 
Dr. Janus is an orthopedic surgeon who specializes in arthroscopic surgery and keeps 
current with medical research in his area. His goal is not only to provide the best care 
but also the most effective treatment at the lowest cost for his patients. Lately, he has 
treated many elderly patients with osteoarthritis of the knee and has noticed that this 
type of surgery is often a financial burden for his patients. Although the surgery is 
quite expensive, at $4,500 per knee, patients continue to request it, hoping to improve 
their mobility. In reviewing the current literature, Dr. Janus learns that the type of 
arthroscopic knee surgery he has been performing routinely (arthroscopic lavage and 
debridement) was shown in two different studies to provide no benefit over placebo; 
in fact, a strong placebo effect has been suggested. Dr. Janus feels that the patients he 
operated upon usually did improve, but he cannot rule out the placebo effect. 
 
Mr. Marcus is a 70-year-old retiree living on his limited pension. He suffers from 
advanced osteoarthritis in his knees and would do anything to be able to walk more 
easily on his own. He says to Dr. Janus, “My best friend had this surgery last month, 
and he’s already getting around the golf course great. He says this surgery was the 
best thing he ever did for himself. I sure would love to be able to keep up with him 
now. What do you say, Doc, can you do this surgery for me?” 
 
Commentary 1 
by C. Ronald MacKenzie, MD 
This case involves the use of a highly popular, widely employed, and generally 
effective surgical technique—arthroscopy of the knee. First described in 1934, 
arthroscopic procedures have a number of advantages over alternative approaches; 
they are safe, are performed in the outpatient setting, and do not preclude the later 
performance of more definitive surgery, such as total knee replacement [1]. As a 
result they are favored by patients, physicians, and medical insurers (payers) alike. 
 
Once one of the most commonly performed of orthopedic procedures, arthroscopic 
debridement of the knee has come under scrutiny in recent years with the publication 
of two major randomized controlled clinical trials that failed to demonstrate benefit 
to the enrolled patients [2, 3]. Even in the current environment, with its emphasis on 
evidence-based medicine, such level I clinical evidence is hard to come by, 
particularly in the context of surgery. Nonetheless, a clinical impression endures to 
support the use of this procedure for osteoarthritis (OA) of the knee, albeit in a more 
limited, defined subset of patients. 
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The budget deficits and rising health care spending that have been in the forefront of 
the national consciousness for many years figure into the broader discussion of this 
case. One of the goals of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 was 
control of the skyrocketing costs of medical care, a goal that requires the 
participation of physicians. Although physicians may believe that the costs of health 
care are largely beyond their control, the literature pertaining to regional variation in 
health care-related expenditures argues otherwise [4]. 
 
The issue of cost containment can be viewed in a number of ways, influenced by 
one’s vantage point in the system. For instance, the term “rationing” is often used by 
physicians who see cost-containment practices as anathema to their duty to their 
patients (regardless of costs); concerns relating to cost have no place at the bedside. 
Bioethicists have preferred the term “allocation of scarce resources,” thus framing 
the debate in terms of distributive justice, a foundational principal of biomedical 
ethics [5]. Those with an interest in health care policy see the problems in terms of 
systems organization, structure, and information management [6]. 
 
Regardless of how one looks at these issues, when health care resources become 
truly depleted, patients will inevitably be deprived of care, leaving only fairness in 
the distribution of the limited services to contemplate. A (partial) way out may be 
evolving with a recent shift in the debate from an ethics of rationing to one of waste 
avoidance [7]. Stimulated by Howard Brody’s “Top Five List,” [8] numerous 
medical societies have taken up the task of identifying those diagnostic tests and 
treatments that are commonly ordered but offer limited benefit. The American Board 
of Internal Medicine (ABIM) Foundation’s “Choosing Wisely” campaign is one 
example of this approach [9]. Although skepticism exists as to the long-term 
adequacy of this effort [10], attacking interventions of dubious benefit, estimated to 
account for 30 percent of the overall health care budget, appears to have caught on. 
 
Is arthroscopic debridement of the knee one such procedure? From the standpoint of 
medical professionalism, we are told something of Dr. Janus’s philosophy of care—
“to provide the most effective treatment at the lowest cost for his patients.” This 
view parallels the ethical principles emphasized by various professional societies, 
such as those promoted in the Ethics Manual of the American College of Physicians 
(ACP) [11]. This document stresses a number of professional duties among which is 
the physician’s obligation to society, a role acknowledging the social context in 
which medical care is delivered. Within this framework, decisions concerning care at 
the level of individual patients must consider the allocation of resources writ large, 
an attention that, as mentioned earlier, challenges the physician’s advocacy role. 
Advocacy for individual patients nonetheless has its limits, and physicians are not 
obligated to provide all treatments, particularly those of uncertain effectiveness. 
 
This clinical scenario therefore provides an opportunity to marry both the application 
of current, evidence-based medical judgment with the need to recognize the larger 
imperatives currently impacting the health care system. With that said, Dr. Janus’s 
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primary responsibility does remain his patient, in this case, to advise him about 
surgery. 
 
Based on current standards of practice, he is obligated to first recommend a 
comprehensive program of nonsurgical management. Numerous nonoperative 
treatment options are available to treat patients with OA of the knee. These include 
activity modification, physical therapy, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents, and 
intra-articular injections (corticosteroid or hyaluronate). All patients with 
symptomatic OA of the knee should be treated according to these tenets before more 
aggressive (surgical) methods are employed. Only for some of those who do not 
respond should the surgical option be considered: patients with radiographic mild 
arthritis or near-normal alignment but not patients with valgus configurations or 
arthritis in both knees [1]. So what should Dr. Janus recommend to Mr. Marcus and 
how should he convey it? 
 
The case description gives limited clinical information from which to base a 
definitive recommendation. Nonetheless we are told that Mr. Marcus has “severe” 
disease in the knee(s), implying an advanced, bilateral process, clinical 
characteristics that are known to correlate with a poor surgical outcome. Hence, 
based on recent evidence, he does not appear to be a good candidate for arthroscopic 
surgery. Presenting this opinion to such a hopeful patient will challenge Dr. Janus’s 
skills of care and communication. 
 
Since the 1970s, the literature of medical ethics has been suffused by four major 
principles: respect for autonomy, nonmaleficence, beneficence, and justice, the first 
three of which have particular relevance to this case [12]. Respect for patient 
autonomy means that patients have a right to request the treatment of their choice, 
which in Mr. Marcus’s case is to have surgery. Yet the work of caring for patients 
must simultaneously maximize benefit and minimize harm, goals that originate with 
the sometimes conflicting principles of beneficence and nonmaleficence. Dr. Janus 
must therefore ask himself, “Can the arthroscopy help this patient?”—a calculus that 
requires him to evaluate the potential benefits of the procedure in relation to the 
risks, while taking into account the wishes of the patient. 
 
Although the risks of this surgery are typically small, available evidence suggests 
that the benefit of such surgery is likely to be low; indeed clinical experience 
suggests such intervention may in some instances exacerbate the symptoms and 
accelerate joint deterioration. Therefore, though for some patients (such as Mr. 
Marcus’s friend) the procedure may prove beneficial, for Mr. Marcus himself this is 
unlikely to be the case. Given the low likelihood of success, indeed the potential for 
making his condition worse, Dr. Janus should advise against surgery and advocate 
for a more conservative therapeutic strategy. It is critical for Dr. Janus to explain the 
reasoning and justification for his advice and to ensure that Mr. Marcus comprehends 
the explanation and, ultimately, finds it satisfactory. 
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Commentary 2 
by Matthew J. Matava, MD, and Charles Carroll IV, MD 
 
The scenario described in this vignette is frequently seen by orthopedic surgeons. 
Arthroscopy of the knee is one of the most common orthopedic procedures 
performed in the United States [1-3] and has resulted in significant reduction in 
patient pain and improvement in function. However, some conditions and symptoms, 
such as pain osteoarthritis in the absence of mechanical symptoms such as locking, 
catching, and giving-way, have not been found to improve following arthroscopy [4-
12]. Although roughly 650,000 arthroscopic procedures for osteoarthritis of the knee 
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at a cost of approximately $5000 each [1] are performed annually in the United 
States [13], evidence available on the efficacy of this procedure is inconclusive [4-6, 
14]. Most clinical series [4-12, 15, 16] have shown success rates between 50 and 75 
percent. It is this lack of success that prompted Moseley et al. [13] in 2002 to 
investigate the benefit of arthroscopic surgery in a group of older adults suffering 
from osteoarthritis of the knee. 
 
The study included 180 patients from the Houston Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center, 
75 years of age and younger, with knee osteoarthritis who reported at least moderate 
pain despite maximal medical treatment for at least 6 months. They were randomized 
to three study arms: arthroscopic debridement, arthroscopic lavage, or a sham 
operation consisting of three 1-cm portal incisions without penetration of the joint 
capsule. The primary outcome measure was knee pain 2 years after surgery. The 
authors found no significant difference between treatment arms of the study, thus 
concluding that routine arthroscopic lavage, debridement, or both were no better than 
the sham procedure. 
 
Critics of this study point out that flexion weight-bearing radiographs were 
apparently not done to fully discern the degree of cartilage wear, nor were X-rays 
taken of the entire lower extremity to assess the mechanical axis of the limb; the 
study population was largely male and may not be representative of the general 
population; the degree to which the patients experienced mechanical knee symptoms 
was not well-described; and the authors used the Knee-Specific Pain Scale as their 
primary end point even though this is a non-validated measurement that was “created 
for this study.” Therefore, there was harsh criticism from many orthopedic surgeons 
following the publication of this controversial study. 
 
This study, however, does not lead us to recommend a sham operation to persons 
suffering from osteoarthritis of the knee. Rather, it suggests that routine knee 
arthroscopy for osteoarthritis of the knee is not clinically beneficial to any significant 
degree in those patients who resemble those who participated in the Moseley trial. 
Considering the financial burden this procedure puts on an already stressed U.S. 
medical system, unless other studies offer a contrary conclusion, orthopedic surgeons 
should exhaust other, less expensive, less risky, and more effective treatment options 
for patients with osteoarthritis of the knee. 
 
Use of Placebo in Clinical Trials 
This case raises questions about the potential clinical benefit and ethical 
ramifications of placebo-controlled trials in surgery. “Equipoise” is considered a 
central ethical element to consideration of placebo controls. Equipoise refers to 
uncertainty about which arm of a trial may have greater benefits or harms. In its most 
basic form, equipoise represents a state of genuine and credible doubt among 
knowledgeable researchers about the relative therapeutic merits of some set of 
interventions that target a specific medical condition; to many it represents a 
necessary condition for ethically acceptable human-subjects research [17]. 
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It is widely accepted that the purpose of evidence-based medicine is to implement 
medical therapies as “proven” by multicenter randomized controlled trials (RCTs). 
The current gold standard of evidence is the double-blind RCT, in which the therapy 
of interest is compared to the accepted treatment or to a placebo. The term “placebo” 
is commonly used to describe any substance or procedure that a patient accepts as 
therapy but that has no known mechanism of action other than a patient’s belief in its 
value. Comparison against a placebo is considered the most powerful tool in 
evaluating the isolated effects of a procedure or treatment on a patient and his or her 
disease process. The use of a placebo as the control arm of a study is allowed under 
any of the following circumstances [18]: 

• There is no standard treatment; 
• New evidence has cast doubt on the standard treatment’s benefits or 

definitively shown it to be no more beneficial than placebo; 
• The standard treatment is unavailable due to high cost or short supply; 
• The standard treatment has not worked well for a specific patient population; 
• An add-on to the standard treatment is being considered; or 
• Adequately informed patients have consented to forgo the standard therapy 

for a minor ailment, like the common cold. 
 
Sham Surgery 
The term “sham surgery” is often used when a placebo procedure is used in a 
surgical trial. “Sham” derives from a Middle English variant of “shame” [19]. As the 
word suggests, sham surgery has historically been ethically controversial. There is an 
essential ethical requirement that the sham surgery must pose less risk to subjects 
than the procedure being tested, which eliminates certain groups from participation 
in sham-controlled surgical studies, namely, the critically ill, the acutely traumatized, 
and patients whose conditions can be successfully resolved with a proven safe and 
effective procedure. Likewise, sham surgery in clinical research should not be 
confused with sham surgery in clinical care, where it has no legitimate or ethically 
supportable role, even when no effective therapeutic modality is available [19]. 
 
Sham surgery is considered acceptable in a clinical trial when: 

• It is unclear whether a procedure offers benefits above the placebo effect, 
which includes benefits due to the “experience of surgery” and the 
postoperative care regimen; 

• The risks are reduced as far as possible in the sham surgery arm without 
compromising trial design; or 

• There is no treatment that has been shown to be better than the standard 
therapy. 

Despite these accepted indications, there has been considerable debate in the 
literature about the ethical acceptability of using placebos in surgical research. 
 
How can a sham operation bring about improvement in a patient’s clinical condition 
that mimics a true therapeutic intervention? Patients may experience benefits from 
the hospitalization, better pain management, ancillary treatment, and the more active 
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sympathy that surgery elicits from all caregivers. These benefits have been shown to 
include improvement in pain and quality-of-life measurements [20]. These 
justifications are stronger when there is no clear physiological basis for why a given 
surgical procedure might work, as in the Mosely trial. 
 
Sham surgery differs from use of medical placebos in several ways—the level of risk 
being the most obvious one. Subjects who receive placebo medications are receiving 
a substance with no known medical benefit, but also no risks or side effects. In 
contrast, sham surgeries involve risk, pain, and deception. Any sham surgery carries 
the risks—such as bleeding, infection, and anesthesia complications—present in 
every surgical intervention. They must also cause the subject some pain and appear 
something like the “real” operation, or subjects will know they did not have the 
experimental intervention and the placebo effect will be lost. The surgeon who 
participates in a placebo-controlled surgical trial must also actively strive to deceive 
the subject. This calculated deception is the basis for the potential power of the sham 
operation to influence the subject’s condition [21]. 
 
Critics of sham procedures point out that the use of a procedure that could cause 
harm without offering a compensating physiologic benefit poses ethical problems 
and might violate the principle of nonmaleficence [22]. This has led renowned 
ethicist Ruth Macklin to conclude that “performing surgery in research subjects that 
has no potential of therapeutic benefit fails to minimize the risk of harm” [23]. 
Opponents of sham operations argue that, if an intervention of proven effectiveness 
already exists, and if there is genuine disagreement among medical experts as to 
whether the new intervention is equally or more effective, then the new intervention 
must be compared against the established treatment rather than a placebo. If no such 
established intervention exists, the study intervention may be compared only against 
a benign placebo [17]. 
 
Miller believes that the sham arthroscopic surgeries reported by Moseley and 
colleagues were warranted because the procedures were relatively innocuous and the 
research had such clear value for evaluating a common intervention used by over 
half a million patients a year with total health care costs of some $3 billion [24]. The 
osteoarthritis study appears to have been methodologically necessary to achieve 
valid results and was conducted in accordance with ethical guidelines. 
 
An implicit assumption underlies much of the debate over sham surgery—that 
rational people would not want to have their symptoms relieved by a procedure that 
draws upon their state of mind instead of succeeding through some intrinsic 
physiologic effect of the intervention itself. One may ask why we shouldn’t learn 
how to use or enhance these beneficial psychological effects rather than eliminate 
them. It is not surprising that half of patients reported that the intervention 
diminished their pain, because according to Moseley et al., “Postoperative care was 
delivered according to a protocol specifying that all patients should receive the same 
walking aids, graduated exercise program, and analgesics” [13]. 
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Should our goal be to reduce or to stimulate placebo effects? One may argue that it is 
unethical not to use sham surgery to thoroughly evaluate a surgical procedure before 
it is introduced into clinical practice. Whatever we decide, it is at least clear that a 
variety of sham surgeries might be of significant value to both patients and medical 
science [25]. 
 
Case Summary and Ethical Considerations 
What should the physician do if a patient in pain who is a good candidate for the 
intervention comes in and asks for the procedure, saying that he knows that the 
operation helps only about half the time? On the one hand, a formerly accepted but 
challenged article leads Dr. Janus to think that the surgery is not warranted or at best 
may be successful due to a placebo effect. On the other hand, he has provided 
arthroscopic surgical care to other patients whose conditions resemble Mr. Marcus’s 
with apparent success. The patient has requested the treatment and the physician 
believes that it can be safely done with a beneficial outcome. What is the physician 
to do? 
 
At the office visit, a careful history and examination with appropriate radiographic 
studies should be performed. After a diagnosis is made, the physician should 
consider both noninvasive and invasive options. Conservative (nonoperative) 
treatment should be considered initially, followed by more invasive options if they 
do not bring about improvement. The concerns and goals of the patient need to be 
explored in the context of current evidence and the ethical imperative to minimize 
harm. Although one can argue that performing the surgery to achieve the placebo 
effect places the patient at risk for questionable gains, one can also argue that the 
benefits outweigh the risks. In spite of this, the surgeon should not embark on a 
treatment that clearly could harm the patient. Open dialogue will be necessary 
between patients and physicians to ensure that cost considerations are balanced with 
safety, ethical principles, and the needs of the patient. 
 
As we go forward, decisions like these will continue to be an issue for patients and 
physicians. Ethical decisions will be pressured by cost considerations and value-
driven health care. In the end, physicians may not be allowed to perform certain 
procedures if treatment choices are dictated by third-party payers despite an ethically 
sound approach by the treating physician and an informed patient. 
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